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ABSTRACT :The European Space Agency (ESA) has established the Climate Modelling User Group (CMUG), to ensure that a climate system perspective is at the centre of its Climate Change Initiative

(CCI) programme, and to provide a dedicated forum through which the Earth Observation and Climate Modelling Communities can work closely together. The CMUG is a consortium of European climate
modelling and reanalysis centres whose main purpose is to provide a bridge between the satellite dataset producers and the climate modelling community. The CMUG is actively promoting awareness of
the CCI within the climate modelling community and gathering their detailed requirements for the 13 Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) being generated by the programme. The CMUG is assessing the
user requirements, data access and product specification established by each team and is also ensuring cross-team coordination to establish consistent data sets and the inclusion uncertainty estimates
across the programme. In addition, the CMUG will provide an independent assessment of the datasets for climate research applications by using them for model validation, assimilation and long term
trend analysis: this will highlight the benefits of the new CCI datasets to the climate modelling community and ensure they are exploited as soon as possible once they are considered suitable for release.
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User Requirements
Phase 1: (3y)
-

•CMUG collected the needs of the modelling community

Scientific user consultation, detailed specifications

Role of CMUG in the CCI

Phase 2: (3y)
-

•Emphasised the need for uncertainties

Operational Systems implementation, production

Phase 3: ( 6y ! )
-

•Express specific requirements as a function of applications

User assessment, assimilation
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•Provide feedback to GCOS
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User requirements
Each ECV consortium collected the
needs of its community (Climate
scientists) and produced:
•Users requirements

+correlation
errors and
errors on
ancillary data

•Products specification document
•Data access requirement document

Time series proposed

Algorithms and validation

Assessment of TCDR
•Select a golden year

•Estimation of uncertainties

•Check inter ECV consistency

•Netcdf-cf compliant format
•Easy access via Earth System Grid
Will deliver in 2012 precursor datasets

Added-value

•Round Robin to select best algorithm (in 2012)

Golden year?

•Comparison with multimodel ensemble
•Write together with ECV teams a
summary paper for the modelling
community

Example of assesment : TCW from Globvapour project

http://www.cci-cmug.org/
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